Let He a quadratic field and E an elliptic curve defined over k. The authors [8, 12, 13] [23] discussed the ^-rational points on E of prime power order. For a prime number p, let n = n{k,p) be the least non negative integer such that
For prime numbers p ^ 17, it seems that Y x (p)(k) -φ for all quadratic fields k [23] . With Theorem (0.1), we may conjecture that the torsion subgroup of E(k) (k -a quadratic field) is isomorphic to one of the following groups: For (j?ι, AT) = (1, 14) , (1,15), (1,18), (2, 10) and (2, 12) , we give examples of quadratic fields k such that Y^m, N)(k) = φ (2.4), (2.5) (see also [23] (3.3)).
The proof of Theorem (0.1) consists of two parts. One is a study on the Mordell-Weil groups of jacobian varieties of some modular curves (1.4), (1.5). The other is a similar discussion as in [8, 12, 13] [23] . Suppose that there is a /^-rational point x on Y x (m, N) for a pair (m, N) as in (0.1).
Then x defines a rational function g (/Q) on a subcovering X: X x (m, N)-> X->XQ(N),
whose divisor (g) is determined by x. Using the methods as in [8, 12, 13] [23], we show that such a function does not exist and get the result. It will be proved in Section 2 for m = 1 and in Section 3 for m ^ 2.
NOTATION. For a rational prime p, Q% r denotes the maximal unramified extension of Q p . Let if be a finite extension of Q, Q p or Q% r , and A an abelian variety defined over K. Then Θ κ denotes the ring of integers of K, and A /Θκ denotes the Neron model of A over the base Θ κ . For a finite subgroup G of A defined over K, G /Θκ denotes the schematic closure of G in the Neron model A /Θκ (, which is a quasi finite flat group scheme [28] § 2). (2, 12) , let X = X Δ be the subcoverings in (1.3) and J{X) be their jacobian varieties. Then Ji(2,10) and Ji (2, 12) are elliptic curves with finite Mordell-Weil groups ( [36] For the remaining cases for N = 21, 24, 35 and 55, we apply a Mazur's method in [14] [19] . It suffices to show that C x is Q-simple and that C X (Q) has a subgroup Φ {0} of order prime to the class numbers of Q(ζ N ), where ζ N is a primitive iV-th root of 1 (see loc. cit.). For the class numbers, see e.g. [6] Case N = 21 and 24: C x are Q-simple. By [35] , one finds cuspidal subgroups of order 13 (JV = 21) and 5 (N = 24).
Case N = 35: The characteristic polynomial of the Hecke operator T 2 on S 2 (Γj) (associated with the prime number 2) is
The first factor of the above polynomial corresponds to X Q (35) , so C x is Q-simple. There is a cuspidal subgroup of order 13 (see loc. cit.).
Case N = 55: The characteristic polynomial of
There is a cuspidal subgroup of order 3.
• (1.6) The following curves are hyperelliptic (of genus ^> 2). (1.8) For N = 35, 55 (resp. 77), let X be the subcoverings in (1.3) (resp. X = X 0 (TT)). For an automorphism ϊ of X, let S r denote the number of the fixed points of ϊ. Then we see the following.
Here P m is a point of order m and A m is a subgroup of order m.
For the integers N in (1.8), we will apply the following lemma.
LEMMA (1.9). Let K be a field, X a proper smooth curve defined over K and (1 Φ) ϊ an automorphism of X with the fixed points x i9 1 ^ i rgj s. Let f be a rational function on X such that the divisors (ΐ*f) φ (/). Then the degree of f <L s/2 and (r*flf-i\>Σ'(χ<),
where J^' is the sum of the divisors (xj such that f{x^) Φ 0, oo.
Proof. Let S o (resp. SL, resp. T) be the set of the fixed points of ϊ consisting of x i with f(x t ) = 0 (resp. f(x t ) = oo, resp.
for effective divisors E and F, and positive integers re 4 . Then
(χ*flf) = r*E+ F-E-TΓ*F.
• (1.13) Let X (-> X Q (ΐ)) be a modular curve defined over Q with its jacobian variety J -J(X). Let k be a quadratic field and p be a prime of £ lying over a rational prime p. Let R -(Θ k ) (p)9 Z (p) denote the localizations at p and p, respectively. Let x be a ^-rational point on X such that JC (x) ic(p) is a section of the smooth part X smooth ® Z (p) and that x ® Λ:(P) = C ® κ(p), x σ ® Λ:(P) = C σ ® fc(p) for Q-rational cusps C, C,, and 1 Φ σ e Gal (k/Q), where 2£ is the normalization of the projective ./-line %Ό (Ϊ) Pz in X Consider the Q-rational section
) -(C,))
Then ((xxή i l)® ιc(p) = 0 (= the unit section), hence i(x) ® F p = 0. Remark (1.14). Under the notation as in (1.13), wa here consider the case when C and C σ are not Q-rational. Assume that the set {C, C σ } is Q-rational and that C <g) Z (p) and C, ® Z (p) are the sections of «r smooth ® Z (p) . Let if be the quadratic field over which C and C σ are defined. Let P ' be a prime of K lying over p and e' be the ramification index p in if. Then by the same way as in (1.3), we get ί(x) (x) κ{p) = 0 in J /Oκ . If e' < p -1 or p does not divide #A(Q), then j /(#) = 0.
For a finite extension if of Q and for an abelian variety A defined over if, let /(A/if) denote the conductor of A over if.
LEMMA (1.15) ([21] Proposition 1). Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a finite extension K of Q and L be a quadratic extension of if, with the relative discriminant D -D(L/K). Then the restriction of scalars R>&L/K(E/L) ([5] [34]) is isogenous over K to a product of E and an elliptic curve FQK) with f(E\K)f(F\K) -N L/κ (f(EIL)) 2 D. § 2. Rational points on X t (N)
Let k be a quadratic field and N an integer of a product of 2, 3, 5, 7,11 and 13. Let x be a ^-rational point on -XΊ(iV). Then there exists an elliptic curve E/k with a /^-rational point P of order N such that (the isomorphism class containing) the pair (E, ± P) represents x ([4] VI (3.2)). Proof. It suffices to discuss the cases for the following integers N = 2-13, 3-13, 5-13, 7-13, 11-13; 2-11, 3-11, 5-11, 7-11; 3-7, 4-7, 5-7; 4 5, 6-5, 9-5; 8-3, 4-9 (see [8, 12] [23]). Suppose that there exists a /^-rational point x on Yι(N). Let (E, ± P)/k be a pair which represents x with a ^-rational point P of order N and let 1 Φ a e Gal (k/Q).
Case N = 13q for q = 2, 3, 5, 7 and 11: We make use of the following lemma.
LEMMA (2.2) ([23] (3.2)). Let y be a k-rational point on Y^lS).
Then the set {y, [5] (y)} represents a Q-rational point on Xj(13)/< [5] > ~ PQ, where [5] is the automorphism of Xj (13) represented by g e Γ o (13) such that g = mod 13.
Let TΓ: X^lSq) -> Xi(13) be the natural morphism and y be the irrational point {π(x), [5] 
(r(C)) + (r(C σ )) -(r(x)) -(r(x°)) -(C) -(C σ ).
Since ϊ(C) ®F^Φ C ® F 5 , r(x) ^ x. If / is a constant function, then r(x) = x σ and the set {x, ϊ(x) = x σ } defines a Q-rational point on Y 0 (55). But y o (55)(Q) = ^ [18] , so that / is not a constant function. If (δ*f) = (/), then ^(C) = C or C σ . But C, C σ are 0-cusps and δ(C) is not a 0-cusps, so that (δ*f) Φ (/). Applying (1.9) to / and δ, we get a contradiction. 
Remark (2.3). For any cubic field A

))). Then /ι is of degree 4 and h e i/°(7, ^F(£ -2(C))). Denote also by M; the involution of Y induced by w (and w n ). Then w*h=-l-h and (h)^ = E.
Let τr y : Y->Z = X 0 (77)l(w 7 , w n } be the natural morphism. Zis an elliptic curve [36] [36] 5 and 0 yjC7 be the completion of the local ring 0^ along the cuspidal section C. Then / 4 e ^) (7 , so that h e Θ 9tC . Put C" = τr 7 (0) (= π 7 (w 7 (0))). Then u;*A 6 <£<,, and w*h(π γ (x)) = (-1 -h)(π r (x)) = -1, w*/ι(C) = (-1 -g)(0) = 0. But the conditions that x <g> *( P ) = 0 ® *( P ) for P (|5) and w*heΘ w , C ' give the congruence w*h(π γ (x)) = w*h(O) mod p. Thus we get a contradiction.
Case N = 7n for n = 3, 4 and 7: n = 3: Let X be the subcovering as n (1. (35)). Then we get a rational function / on X such that
is not a fixed point of δ. The similar argument as above shows that (J*f) φ (/). Applying (1.9) to f and T, we get a contradiction.
Case N = 5n for n = 4, 6 ami 9: n = 4: Let p be a prime of ^ lying over the rational prime 3 and put R = (0 fc ) (p) . The condition Z/20Z C E(h) shows that (Z/20Z) /Λ c E /Λ and that ίJ /i2 has multiplicative reduction (1.12). Let T be the connected component of the special fibre E ίR ®tc{ P ) of the unit section. If P is of degree one, then Z/5Z ς£T(F^. Then x ® Λ;( P ) = C ® κ( P ), x σ ® κ( P ) = C σ ®κ(p) for Q-rational cusps C and C σ , since (^-) = -1, where is the quadratic residue symbol. If P is of degree two, then x ® yc( P ) = C <g> Λ:(P) for a Q(v^l)-rational cusp C, and x σ ® Λ;( P ) = C σ ® Λ( P ) with (30) . Then x ® κ( P ) = C ® *( P ), X" <g> *( P ) = C σ ® Λ( P ) for Qfibre rational cusps C and C σ . These cusps C, 45) is not hyperelliptic [25] .
Case N = 3/ι /or n = 8 and 12: 7i = 8: Let X be the subcovering as in (1.3): which corresponds to the subgroup Δ = {± 1} X (Z/3Z) X . Let p be a prime of & lying over the rational prime 3 and put R = (0 fc )( P) . Then (Z/8Z) /R C E /R and E /R is semistable (1.12). If 3 is unramified in A, then (Z/24Z) /Λ C JB /Λ (1.11) and E /β has multiplicative reduction (1.12). If 3 ramifies in k, then p is of degree one, so E /R has also multiplicative reduction (see loc. cit.). Denote also by x, x a the images of x and x σ by the natural morphism π: Xi(24)->X. If P is of degree one, then #®/c(p) = C ® /c(p), x^ ® Λ(P) = C σ ® ic(p) for Q-rational cusps C and C σ . Any cusp on X is defined over Q or Q(V"2"). If p is of degree two, then x ® A;( P ) = C ® Λ:( P ) for a Q(V 2 )-rational cusp C. Then x σ ® Λ:(P) = C σ ® /c( P ) for
Since #e/(X)(Q) < co (1.4) (1.5), i(x) = 0 (1.13). But X is not hyperelliptic (1.7). 7i = 12: Let P be a prime of A lying over the rational prime 5 and put R = (Θ k ) (p) . Then (Z/36Z) /Λ c # /Λ and E /R is semistable (1.12). If E /R has good reduction, then %E /R (F 25 (2, 36) is not hyperelliptic [25] .
• Now we discuss the /^-rational points on X λ (N) for A?" = 14, 15 and 18. The modular curves -XΊ (14) and -XΊ(15) are elliptic curves, and X^lS) is hyperelliptic of genus 2. We here give examples of quadratic fields k such that Y^NXk) = φ for each integer JV as above. PROPOSITION Proof. Let x be a ^-rational point on Yi (18) . Then x is represented by an elliptic curve E defined over k with a /^-rational point P of order 18 [4] (18) /Z , we see that w 2 [5] (C) = C σ . If 3 remains prime in k, then C σ ® F 9 = x σ ® F 9 = (x ® F 9 ) (3) = C® F 9 . But C®F 9 is not a fixed point of the hyperelliptic involution κ; 2 [5] . In the case (ii), the same argument as above shows that
Case (iii): Under the assumption that p = 5 or 7 ramifies in £, the same argument as above gives the result.
• are isogenous over Q (respectively) to products X^ (14) X E m , X Q (14) X ϋ7 98 and X 0 (15) X E Ίi for elliptic curves E n with conductor n (1.15). These E n have the Mordell-Weil groups of finite order [36] table 1. Therefore #X 0 (iV)(&) < oo for (iV, ft) as above. Let x be a ^-rational point on X γ (N) and denote also by x the image of x under natural morphism X X (N) -> X Q (N) for (N, k) as above. Then x ® /c( P ) = C ® /c( P ) for a Q-rational cusp C on X 0 (N) and for a prime P oί k lying over p = 7 if iV = 14, and p = 5 if 2V = 15 (1.11) (1.12). Then the specialization Lemma (1.11) yields that x = C. • § 3. Rational points on X x {m 9 N) Let AT be an integer of a product of powers of 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 and 13, and m Φ 1 be a positive divisor of iV. Let & be a quadratic field. In this section, we discuss the /^-rational points on XJjn, N). For (m, N) = (2, 2), (2, 4) , (2, 6) , (2, 8) ; (3, 3) , (3, 6) ; (4, 4) , X^m, N) ~ P 1 . For (m, N) = (2, 10) and (2, 12) , XJjn, N) are elliptic curves. For the other pairs (m, N) as above, X^m, N) are not hyperelliptic [7] . We first discuss the fe-rational points on Yi N) . Let E be an elliptic curve defined over k with /^-rational points P m and P N such that the pair (E, ± (P my P N )) represents x.
Case m = 6 (iV= 6): Let p be a prime of A -Q(V -3) lying over the rational prime 7 and put R = (Θ k ) ip) . Then (Z/6Z) /Λ X (Z/6Z) /Λ c £7 /Λ (1.12), so that ^(x)®^) = C®4 P ) for a Q(V ::: 3)-rational cusp C. The modular curve X 0 (β, 6) is an elliptic curve and the restriction of scalars ReQ (y r3 )/Q (Z 0 (6, β) /Q(V z3)) [5] [34] is isogenous over Q to the product X o (6, 6) X X 0 (β, 6). Since #X 0 (β, 6)(Q) < oo [36] table 1, we see that #X 0 (6, 6)(Q(V :r 3)) < oo. Then 7r(x) = C (1,11), which is a contradiction. 3, N) /QU - 3) ) (N = 9,12) are isogenous over Q to the products X o (3, N) X X 0 (3, iV). Further Re Q(V r3 )/0 (Xo(45) /Q(v/ Γ3)) is isogenous over Q to a product X o (45) and an elliptic curve with conductor 15 (1.15) [36] (1.12). Then x®/<p) = C®ιc( P ), x* ® ιc{ P ) = C,® A< P ) for Q-rational cusps C and C σ . These cusps C and C σ are represented respectively by (G m X Z/18Z, P 2 , ± P 18 ), (G m X Z/18Z, Q 2 , ± Q 18 ), where P ny Q n are points of order n such that P 18 , Q 18 e // 2 X Z/18Z (see loc. cit.). Denote also by x, x% C and C, the images of x, x% C and C σ under the natural morphism of X, (2, 18) where P f is a point of order 2 not contained in <P 18 >. Since x®κ{ P ) is a cusp, /I is defined over a quadratic extension K of k and Λ Γ = ± λ for l^τe Gal(UL/ife). Then λ{PQ = εfP 7 + 5P 18 ) mod <9P 18 > for ε = ± 1, and it is /^-rational. Noting that all the 2-torsion points on E are defined over k, we see that and B e 9P 18 , we see that y ® κ( P ) = C ® A:( P ) and y®Λ;(p) = C^®A:(P) for Q-rational cusps C and C ff (1.12). The remaining part of the proof is the same as that for the case X^Sβ).
• In the rest of this section, we give examples of quadratic fields k such that ^(2, N)(k) = φfoτN=10 and 12.
EXAMPLE (3.2) . For N = 10 and 12, X x (2, N) are elliptic curves. Let p be a prime of k lying over the rational prime 3. Then for a ^-rational point x on X x (2, N) (N = 10, 12), π(x) ® tc( P ) = C ® tc( P ) for a Q-rational cusp C(1.12), where π: J?Ί(2, N) -> X o (2, iV) is the natural morphism. Set an assumption: %J 0 (2, N)(k) < 00, and the rational prime 3 is unramified in k or 3^ίfJ 0 (2, N)(k). Under this assumption, the same argument as in the proof for m = 6,4 and 3 (in (3.1)) shows that 3^(2, N)(k) = φ. For example, #J 0 (2, iθ)(Q(V r^Ί ))< 00, # J 0 (2,12) (Q^^X 00 and SJ( #J 0 (2,12)(Q(V-3)) (1.15) [36] 
